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INTRODUCTION

Objective

THE PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT IS TO PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW of the Security by
Book feature in Oracle Assets.  Security by Book, available with Release 11i, enables users to
secure data access by book and responsibility. It implements the organizational hierarchy concept
that was introduced in Oracle Human Resources.  This document will instruct users in the
method for creating a flexible hierarchy of asset security. It will absolutely eviscerate the topic of
security hierarchies in Oracle Assets: the subtleties, the tricks, the special cases, and of course,
the basics.

Scope

THIS PAPER DISCUSSES the Security by Book feature in Oracle Assets and the existing Oracle
Human Resources organization model.  After a brief introduction to the fundamental components
of Security by Book in Oracle Assets, we will present a step-by-step approach to assist in your
implementation.  We will then present technical information to elucidate the programs,
procedures, and tables of this feature. Possible pitfalls and cautionary remarks will be discussed
throughout the document. Finally, example business implementations and setups will illustrate
how to use the Security by Book feature to globalize your operations.

Background        

Oracle Human Resources pioneered the organizational hierarchy architecture that forms the basis
for the Security by Book feature in Oracle.  The organizational hierarchy concept in Oracle
Human Resources is used to represent a number of different relationships.  One common type of
organizational hierarchy is the Position Hierarchy.  Position Hierarchies represent the reporting
lines and other relationships among positions.  If an enterprise has a matrix management
structure in which organizations have more than one reporting line, additional organizational
hierarchies can be set up to include these relationships.  Establishment Hierarchies are another
type of organizational hierarchy. These hierarchies determine which organizations and
employees that Oracle Human Resources standard reports will include.  Thus, Establishment
Hierarchies are necessary for producing reporting for government authorities in order to obtain
the correct coverage of employees.  Additional hierarchies can also be created for analysis and
inquiry purposes.  Finally, the Security Hierarchy can be constructed to control access to
information.  It is the Security Hierarchy concept that is utilized in the Oracle Assets Security by
Book feature.
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Definitions

Business Group

The largest organizational unit you can set up in Oracle to represent your enterprise as an employer.  May
correspond to a company or corporation, or in large enterprises, to a holding or parent company or
corporation.

Organization

Organizations are departments, sections, divisions, companies, or other organizational units in your
business.  In Security by Book, the Organizations are set up in a hierarchy to enable asset security.
However, in Oracle Human Resources, organizations can be internal or external, where internal
organizations are those to which you can assign people.

Organization Hierarchy

Organization Hierarchies show relationships among the organizations in your enterprise.  You can use
hierarchies to control access to information.  For example, you might want to give each regional manager
access to the records of the employees in the organizations in his or her region.

Responsibility

A responsibility determines if the user accesses certain Oracle Applications, which applications functions a
user can use, which reports and concurrent programs the user can run, and which data those reports and
concurrent programs have access to.  Each application user is assigned at least one responsibility.  Since
Responsibilities cannot be deleted, the Effective Date must be adjusted to enable/disable them.

Security Profiles

In Human Resources, the security profile linked to the user’s responsibility and business group determines
which applicant and employee records are available to holders of that responsibility.  A security profile
allows you to control access to Oracle Assets through responsibilities that you create and assign to users of
the system.  Users can sign on to Oracle Assets only through the responsibilities that you give them.  Their
responsibilities control what they can see and do in the system.

Book

In this document, “Book” will refer to the accounting entity as defined in Fixed Assets.  A Book is a
collection of assets, along with a record of the transactions performed on those assets, including addition,
depreciation and so forth.  Journal entries must balance within the context of a book.  Books must be
associated to a GL Set of Books, thus inheriting a chart of accounts, currency, etc.

Set of Books

Defined in General Ledger, a Set of Books consists of a functional currency, a chart of accounts (accounting
flexfield structure), an accounting calendar, and a set of default accounting and reporting options.  The GL
product has Security by Set-of-Books, such that a given responsibility has access to data only under a given
Set of Book(s).

Security by Book

This is the feature in which any form, report or process that in previous releases of Fixed Assets operated
on or otherwise accessed data belonging to several books at once now may operate on or access only on
those books that the current responsibility has privileges to access.
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In Depth: A Look at Security by Book

The Security Model

Oracle Assets has long been a multiple-set-of-books product; however, prior to Security by Book,
it did not have any means by which users could query and update information pertaining only to
those users’ books or set-of-books via a given form.  Users could access any book on the system.
Thus, the power and flexibility of having each department in a large organization have its own
books or set-of-books was mitigated because each departments’ staff could still query and update
possibly sensitive data in other departments.

The corporate book represents the ideal level of granularity for a security implementation in the
Oracle Assets product.  Multiple (corporate / tax /budget) books can be set up for each set-of-
books, each belonging to departments wishing to store their data securely.  Security by set-of-
book is not granular enough.  Security by Book encompasses the needs of the majority of Oracle
Assets customers.

Organizations and Hierarchies

Organizations can be departments, divisions, sections, companies or any other entity within your
company that serve as an organizational unit.  These organizations are arranged in a hierarchy.
The organization hierarchy serves to show the relationships that exist between each of the
organizations.  Within Oracle Human Resources, there are a number of different relationships
that hierarchies can demonstrate.  Reporting hierarchies, security hierarchies, hierarchies for
matrix management and establishment hierarchies are all available.  However, the hierarchies
that are set up for the purposes of Security by Book in Oracle Assets are security hierarchies.  A
security hierarchy is a hierarchy that controls access to information.  For example, in a
decentralized enterprise, you might want to give each regional manager access to the records of
the employees in the organizations in his or her region.  You can base security hierarchies on
geography, cost center, or any other method appropriate for your business.

Responsibilities

The responsibility determines which applications functions a user can perform, which reports
and concurrent programs the user can run, and which data those reports and concurrent
programs can access.  You can create different responsibilities for the Oracle Assets module that
have different levels of data access depending on the responsibility.  Then, you can decide which
responsibilities to assign to each user.
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Security Profiles

The Security Profile is attached to a responsibility to determine which records are available to
holders of that responsibility.  The Security Profile acts as the ‘glue’ between an organization
and a responsibility.  To set up a security profile that permits access to employee records of
certain organizations only, you make use of organizational hierarchies.

Reports

Reporting capabilities are particularly impacted by Security by Book.  When a user is logged in to
Oracle Assets by way of a particular responsibility, the LOV’s that are available in that
responsibility dictate whether or not the user will have access to reporting for that particular
book.  However, leaving the Book field blank could potentially run reports against all books.
This is an open issue, as companies may not wish to allow users to run reports on secured data.

Security Implementation

The Implementation section will guide you through the setup of a multi-level, geographically
based security model.  The parent organization, Oracle Headquarters, has six subordinates.  Each
organization has access to the books associated with itself as well as those books associated with
its subordinates.  However, an organization does not have access to the books associated with its
parent organization. For example, the Oracle USA asset manager cannot access the Oracle
Headquarters books. Oracle USA can only access the books associated with itself and those books
belonging to Oracle Los Angeles and Oracle New York City.  Also, Oracle USA cannot access
the books that are associated with Oracle UK or any of the Oracle UK subordinates.  However,
Oracle Headquarters can access all books belonging to Oracle USA and Oracle UK as well as
their subordinates.

Oracle
Headquarters

Oracle USA Oracle UK

Oracle
Los Angeles

Oracle
New York City

Oracle
London

Oracle
Manchester
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Implementing Security

Business Groups

The largest organizational unit that you can set up in Oracle Human Resources to represent
your enterprise is the Business Group.  Within a Business Group, you can set up a body of
different organizations and other work structures, employees, and key flexfields.  These
distinguishing features are shared by all of the structures that you set up as belonging to a
particular Business Group.

When you set up Security by Book, all of the organizations and hierarchies that you wish to
interact with one another must belong to a particular business group.  Organizations that are
part of a single hierarchy must be assigned to the same business group in order for the
hierarchical relationships to work properly.

Setting Up Organizations

The first step in setting up Security by Book is to define your organizations.  If you are
creating a fresh installation, you will need to define your organizations from the beginning.
However, if you are working on a migration to 11I or above, organizations may already exist.
Thus, the question is whether or not you want to use the existing organizations as your asset
organizations or create completely new and different organizational hierarchies.  The
organization type that we define for Security by Book organizational hierarchies is the Asset
Organization.  To set up these asset organizations (or modify existing organizations and
convert them into asset organizations), you will need to use the Organization form.  The
organization form can be accessed via Oracle Assets or, if you are an Oracle Human
Resources customer as well, via the Oracle Human Resources responsibility.  This section
will outline the procedure for setting up your Asset Organizations.

1. From the Oracle Assets Navigator, select the navigation path
Setup:Security:Organization:Description.
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This navigation path will open up the Organization form, PERWSDOR.  This form is
actually an Oracle Human Resources form that has been brought into the Oracle Assets
product to enable the setup of organizations for the Security by Book feature. If you already
have organizations set up on your system, you can make them into Asset Organizations by
querying them up from this form and assigning them to the Asset Organization type.  In the
next few steps, we will assume that you are creating your Asset Organizations from scratch.

2.  When the Organization form opens, you will be in the Find Organization window.
Click the New button to begin entering your organization.

The Organization form requires you to enter the name of the Organization.  Organization
names must be unique within a Business Group, and Business Group names must be unique
across applications.  The Type is optional.  You should next enter a Start Date that is early
enough for any historical information you enter.  Then, before you enter the Organization
Classifications block, save your organization.  After you have saved your organization, select
Asset Organization to identify the organization for inclusion in your Security by Book
hierarchy in Oracle Assets and enable the organization by checking the checkbox.

3.  When you have defined and saved your organization classification, click the Others
button.  This button will automatically open the Book Controls window.  The Book
Controls window is the window from which you may assign the corporate book, tax
book or budget books with the organization you have set up.  You can either define a
new book at this time or query up an existing book to associate it with the asset
organization you have set up.  In this example, we will associate a corporate book and a
tax book with each of the asset organizations.  We will query up an existing corporate
book and define a new tax book to demonstrate both possible steps.

4.  To query up an existing corporate book, navigate to the View menu and select View:
Query by Example: Enter.  Then, enter the name of the corporate book that you wish to
associate with the Oracle Headquarters Organization.  In the figure below, we have
queried up Oracle HQ Corp, an existing corporate book.  In order to save this book to
the organization, the form trigger must recognize that a change has occurred to the book
information.  To create a simple change that will enable the Save function to work, enter
the Description field and simply add a space at the end.  Then, navigate to the File
menu and select File: Save.  Although there is no visible alteration to the Oracle HQ
Corp book information, the form will now be able to save the book to the Oracle
Headquarters organization.
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5.  Now that you have saved the Oracle HQ Corp book to the Oracle Headquarters organization,
close the Organization form and requery the Oracle Headquarters organization to verify that
the book was saved properly.  When you click the Others button, the Book Controls screen
should appear with Oracle HQ Corp’s information available.  You can now enter a new tax
book.  Navigate to the File menu and select File: New.  The Book Controls window will clear
to enable you to enter a new book.  When you are finished entering the new book, navigate to
File: Save.

6.  Create each of your organizations in the same manner - Navigate to the Organization form
and define the organization, then click the Others button to add on the associated books.  In
this paper, we will add the following Organizations and their associated books:

n Oracle Headquarters.  Books: Oracle HQ Corp and Oracle HQ Tax

n Oracle USA.  Books: Oracle USA Corp and Oracle USA Tax

n Oracle Los Angeles.  Books: Oracle LA Corp and Oracle LA Tax

n Oracle New York City.  Books: Oracle NYC Corp and Oracle NYC Tax

n Oracle UK.  Books: Oracle UK Corp and Oracle UK Tax
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n Oracle London.  Books: Oracle London Corp and Oracle London Tax

n Oracle Manchester.  Books: Oracle Manchester Corp and Oracle Manchester Tax

Note:  You cannot assign one book to two different organizations.  If you assign an Oracle
Ace Tax book to Oracle Los Angeles organization, you cannot assign it to Oracle New York
City organization as well.  When you attempt to assign the book to Oracle New York City,
the book will be saved as expected, but Oracle Los Angeles organization will no longer be
able to access that book!

Note:  You can assign a corporate book and its associated tax book to two different
organizations.  However, if you want to perform a Mass Copy, the user must access the
organization that is assigned the tax book.

Creating the Hierarchy

Now that the organizations have been created, you must specify the hierarchy.  The
hierarchy specifies the relationships between each of the asset organizations.  This section
outlines how to setup the hierarchy that ties the asset organizations together.

1. From the Oracle Assets Navigator, select the navigation path

 Setup: Security: Organization: Hierarchy

 

 This navigation path will open up the Hierarchy form, PERWSDOH.fmb, and enable
you to set up a security hierarchy to control access to your asset information.

2. From the Hierarchy form, you can create your organizational hierarchy.  First, enter a
unique name for your hierarchy.  We will call this hierarchy the Oracle Corporate
Hierarchy.  The Primary checkbox is primarily used in Oracle Human Resources to
designate a particular hierarchy as the main reporting hierarchy.  For our purposes in
Oracle Assets, this checkbox is not relevant.  Then, enter a version number for the
hierarchy and a start date.  The version number is used to keep track of organizational
changes that may occur in the future.  For instance, if the Oracle USA fixed assets
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manager is given access privileges over Oracle UK, a reorganization of the hierarchy
may be required, and a new version number could be assigned at that time.  Save your
work at this point before continuing to the Organization block of the form.

3. Query the top organization, Oracle Headquarters, into the Name field.  This designates
Oracle Headquarters as the top organization.  In the Subordinates Block, select the
immediate subordinates for Oracle Headquarters:  Oracle USA and Oracle UK.  You
must save your work after each subordinate is entered.

 

4. Next, add the subordinate organizations for Oracle USA.  Click the Down arrow box to
the right of Oracle USA.  The Organization block now displays Oracle USA in the name
field.  You can now add subordinates to Oracle USA: Oracle Los Angeles and Oracle
New York City.

 

5. After you have added the subordinates to Oracle USA, you can then add the
subordinates to Oracle UK.  Since Oracle USA is currently designated in the
Organization block, click the Up arrow box.  This will bring Oracle Headquarters back

Click the
down arrow
box next to
Oracle USA
to add its
subordinate
orgs.

After adding
the
subordinates
for Oracle
USA, click the
up arrow box to
move back up
through the
hierarchy to the
Oracle
Headquarters
organization.
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to the Organization block and its subordinates, Oracle USA and Oracle UK, back to the
Subordinates block.  You may now click the Down arrow box next to Oracle UK.

6. By clicking the Down arrow box next to Oracle UK, you have brought Oracle UK into
focus in the Organization block.  Add the subordinate organizations for Oracle UK:
Oracle London and Oracle Manchester.

You have now completed the setup of the Oracle Corporate Hierarchy.

Security Profiles

Once the organizations have been created and assembled into a hierarchy, you are
prepared to set up the Security Profiles.  The Security Profile is linked to the user’s
responsibility and business group and determines which applicant and employee records
are available to holders of the responsibility.  If you do not set up the Security Profiles
correctly, Security by Book will not function.  Why?  Because a Security Profile holds
together the responsibilities and the organizations.  Without the security profile, all
responsibilities can access all organizations.  This section will outline the procedure for
setting up your Security Profiles:

1. From the Oracle Assets Navigator, select the navigation path
Setup:Security:Security.

The Security Profile form, PERWSSCP.fmb, will open and enable you to define
your security profiles.  You will need to define one security profile for each
organization that you have.  Later on, each Security Profile will be attached to a
Responsibility for viewing the associated organization and its hierarchy.

2.  When the Security Profile form opens, enter the name of the first Security Profile.
There is no set naming convention that you must follow.  One handy approach is to
name the Security Profiles with the name of the top organization followed by the
organization ID.
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3.  We will start by entering the name of the first Security Profile, Oracle Headquarters
21252.  Then, select the appropriate Business Group.  All of the Security Profiles for a
particular organization should belong to the same Business Group.  Then, tab down to
the View all Organizations checkbox and uncheck it.  Since we are dealing with the
Oracle Corporate Hierarchy, we should enter that hierarchy name.  Finally, we can
name Oracle Headquarters as the top organization that is viewable when using this
Security Profile.

4.  Enter a Security Profile for each of the organizations that you have set up.  Each
Security Profile can be named with the Org Name and Org Number, the appropriate
Business Group and Hierarchy, and finally the topmost organization that can be viewed
from this Security Profile.  In our example, we created the following Security Profiles:

• Oracle Headquarters 21252
• Oracle UK 21435
• Oracle USA 21432
• Oracle London 21436
• Oracle Manchester 21437
• Oracle New York City 21434
• Oracle Los Angeles 21433

5.  Once you have defined all of the Security Profiles, you must run the Security List
Maintenance program.  This program is not a report, so there should not be any output
expected.  The Security List Maintenance program updates the LOV’s with the
appropriate books.  This is a critical step, as it completes the organization and security
profile setup.
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Creating Responsibilities

Once you have created your organizations, assembled them into hierarchies and created their
appropriate Security Profiles, you are prepared to create the Responsibilities. A responsibility
determines if the user accesses certain Oracle Applications, which applications functions a
user can use, which reports and concurrent programs the user can run, and which data those
reports and concurrent programs have access to.  Each application user is assigned at least
one responsibility.  Since Responsibilities cannot be deleted, the Effective Date must be
adjusted to enable/disable them.  In this example, we will create a responsibility for each
Organization.  The following section describes the process of creating a responsibility.

1. Navigate to File: Switch Responsibilities and choose the System Administrator
responsibility.  Then, navigate to Setup: Responsibility: Define.

2.  The Responsibilities form, FNDSCRSP.fmb, will open and you will be able to define the
responsibilities that you need for your users.

3.  The first Responsibility that we will create is the Oracle Assets HQ Manager.  In the
case of a user having multiple responsibilities, the Responsibility Name is the name that
will appear in the pop-up window after you sign on.  Next, the Application Name of
Oracle Assets is entered.  The Application Name and Responsibility name uniquely
identify a responsibility.  Then, a Responsibility Key is created for use with loader
programs.  The Responsibility Key must be unique throughout all applications.  The
Oracle Assets HQ Manager responsibility should be made available from Oracle
Applications.  The Data Group defines the pairing of application and ORACLE
username.  The ORACLE username determines the database tables and table privileges
accessible by your responsibility.  Finally, you can specify which, if any, menu
exclusions to assign to this responsibility.  Here, we have selected FA_ PURGE_MAIN
to prevent users from accessing the purge functionality.  When you exclude a menu, all
of its menu entries,  that is, all the functions and menus of functions that it selects, are
excluded.
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We want to set up a responsibility for each of the fixed asset managers in charge of each of
the organizations.  That is, we want a separate responsibility for Headquarters, UK, USA,
and each of the four cities as well.  We will set them all up as shown above with the
following Responsibility Names:

• Oracle Assets USA Manager
• Oracle Assets UK Manager
• Oracle Assets London Manager
• Oracle Assets Manchester Manager
• Oracle Assets New York City Manager
• Oracle Assets Los Angeles Manager

Attaching the Security Profiles

Once you have created your responsibilities,  you may then attach the security profiles to
each responsibility.  This effectively links the organization and responsibility via the security
profiles.

1. Navigate to the System Administrator responsibility if you are not already there.  Then,
navigate to Profile: System.
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2. The Profile Values form, FNDPOMPV.fmb, will open, and you may then assign the
responsibility to the appropriate Security Profile.  The first screen that appears is the
Find System Profile Values window.  Uncheck the Site checkbox and check the
Responsibility checkbox.  Then, enter your Responsibility Name in the field.  We will
enter “Oracle Assets HQ Manager” first.  Then, select the Profile “FA: Security Profile”
from the LOV.  Click the Find button.

3. The System Profile Values form will then appear with the “FA: Security Profile” under
the Profile column and “Oracle Assets HQ Manager” under the Responsibility column.

 

 In the white field, you can select the Security Profile Value that you want to associate
with the Oracle Assets HQ Manager responsibility.  From the previous section, we
named the “Oracle Headquarters 21252” as the corresponding Security Profile.  You
may select this value from the LOV and save it.

4. Navigate to the menu View: Find.  Enter another responsibility, such as “Oracle Assets
UK Manager.”  Click the Find button.

5. Again, select the Security Profile Value that you want to associate with the Oracle
Assets UK Manager responsiblity.  From the previous section, we named the “Oracle
UK 21435” as the corresponding Security Profile.  You may select this value from the
LOV and save it.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for each of the responsibilities.  You will have matched the
following Responsibility / Security Profile values:

 
• Oracle Assets USA Manager / Oracle USA 21432
• Oracle Assets Los Angeles Manager / Oracle Los Angeles 21433
• Oracle Assets New York City / Oracle New York City 21434
• Oracle Assets London Manager / Oracle London 21436
• Oracle Assets Manchester / Oracle Manchester 21437

Assigning Responsibilities
to Users

The final step in the Security by Book setup is to assign the various responsibilities to your
users.  You can create a userid/pwd for each of your fixed assets managers and assign them
the appropriate responsibilities through the System Administrator responsibility.  This
section details how to assign responsibilities to the various users:
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1. In the System Administrator responsibility, navigate to Security: User: Define.

 

 The Users form, FNDSCAUS.fmb, will appear and you can assign users the various
responsibilities that are appropriate for their level of security.

2. First, you must create the user name.  We will call the fixed asset manager with access
to every organization the FADIRECTOR.  After entering a description and password for
the FADIRECTOR, we can then assign every responsibility that we have to this person.
As soon as you choose the responsibility from the LOV, the Application and Security
Group will default.  Then, you may either choose another responsibility for the user or
save your work as complete.

 

3. If there are users already existing on the system, navigate to the View menu : Query by
Example: Enter.  Then, enter the User Name of the existing account and navigate to the
View menu: Query by Example: Run.  You may then add to or delete any of the
responsibilities that user has been assigned.

This is the final step of the security by book setup.  You may now navigate to the menu
File:Log on as a Different User and test the setup by adding assets to the books, mass
copying them into the tax books, and performing other transactions.
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Troubleshooting

At last.  You have set up the Security by Book feature, yet for some reason… your security
by book setup does not seem to be working.  This section lists some possible avenues that
you may wish to investigate:

1. Functionality review.  The Security by Book feature enables you to designate an
organizational hierarchy in which the assets of an organization can only be seen by (a)
the parent organization and (b) itself.  If you are in Oracle Headquarters, you should be
able to see all assets and select all books in the organization.

2. An Orphan Organization.  You may set up and define any number of organizations and
include as many of them as you wish in the hierarchy.  If you set up the organizations
shown above but accidentally leave Oracle London out of the hierarchy, you will be able
to see Oracle London’s assets from everywhere in the hierarchy, including Oracle USA,
Oracle New York City and Oracle Los Angeles.  Make sure that your hierarchy is set up
as you expect.

3. Leaving out the Security List Maintenance program.  This program populates the
LOV’s with the appropriate information.  If you miss this important step, your LOV’s
will not show the correct books that are available for each organization to access.

4. Viewing additional books.  If there is a book that already exists on the system and you
have not assigned that book to a particular organization, all organizations will be able to
see the book and its assets.  If you are able to view Oracle USA’s corporate book from
Oracle Los Angeles, you may want to check the Organization form and query up Oracle
USA to ensure that the book was associated with the organization properly.
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A Technical Perspective

This section will discuss the code behind the Security by Book feature.

Tables and Forms

The form PERWSDOR is used to set up the asset organizations in the Security by Book
installation.  In this form, you enter the details of the organization, then press the Others
button to open the FA Book Controls form, FAXSUBCT, and attach the appropriate books to
the organization.  The clicking of the Others button event can be found in the Object
Navigator under:

• Data Block: NAV1 (corresponds to the Organization Classifications region on the form)
• Item: OTHERS
• Trigger: WHEN-BUTTON-PRESS

In the WHEN-BUTTON-PRESS trigger, we find a call to the Program Unit NAV1_ITEMS
and the Procedure d_others with the parameter ‘WHEN-BUTTON-PRESSED’ passed in.
We can next navigate to Program Units and inspect NAV1_ITEMS (package body) to look at
the d_others Procedure.

In the d_others procedure, PERWSDOR performs a series of validations on the blocks above
the Others button.  Then, d_others looks at the value of C_DESTINATION_TYPE, and
depending on the value, opens a certain form as a result of the Others button being pressed.

For Oracle Assets purposes, the C_DESTINATION_TYPE variable is initialized to Z (there
are other values for other organization classifications).  Thus, the if statement looks like:

if  :NAV1.C_DESTINATION_TYPE = ‘SCL’ then
<other conditionals…>
elsif :NAV1.C_DESTINATION_TYPE = ‘Z’ then
hr_utility.set_location(‘dest type Z, call_zoom_form’, 10);
call_zoom_form;
endif;

From d_others, the Program Unit CALL_ZOOM_FORM is called.  The
CALL_ZOOM_FORM Program Unit is the place where the ORGANIZATION_ID is set.
This field corresponds to what FA populates in FA_BOOK_CONTROLS.ORG_ID.  The
relevant FA section of the CALL_ZOOM_FORM Program Unit is:

BEGIN
hr_utility.set_location(‘call_zoom_form’ ||:NAV1.C_DESTINATION, 10);
if  ( :NAV1.C_DESTINATION = ‘INV_ORGANIZATION_PARAMETERS’) then
<other conditionals…>
elsif (:NAV1.C_DESTINATION = ‘FAXSUBCT’, ‘PJMFDOGP’) then
hr_utility.set_location (‘Calling FAXSUBCT’, 20);
        FND_FUNCTION.EXECUTE (:NAV1.C_DESTINATION, ‘Y’, ‘Y’, ‘ORG_ID =
        “ ‘ ||name_in (‘hou1.organization_id) || “ ‘);
end if;
END;
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  There are a number of tables that store the information from the PERWSDOR form.  They
are:

• hr_org_info_types_by_class

SELECT org_classification, org_information_type
FROM hr_org_info_types_by_class
WHERE org_classification like ‘FA%’

Columns Sample Row
Org_Classification FA_ORG
Org_Information_Type SETUP FA BOOK
Mandatory_Flag N

 

• hr_org_information_types

SELECT org_information_type, destination, navigation_method
FROM hr_org_information_types
WHERE org_information_type like ‘SETUP FA BOOK’

Columns Sample Row
Org_Information_Type SETUP FA BOOK
Description Set up FA book
Destination FAXSUBCT
Displayed_Org_Information Set up FA book
Fnd_Application_ID 140
Legislation_Code
Navigation_Method Z

 

• hr_organization_units

 SELECT organization_id, name
 FROM hr_organization_units
 WHERE name like ‘ORACLE USA’;
 

Columns Sample Row
Organization_ID 21432
Business_Group_ID 202
Location_ID (this is blank - HR uses different

locations)
Name Oracle USA
…

 

• fa_book_controls

 SELECT book_type_code
 FROM fa_book_controls

                WHERE org_id = 21432

Columns Sample Row Sample Row
Org_ID 21432 21432
Book_Type_Code ORACLE USA CORP ORACLE USA TAX
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Set_of_Books_ID 1 1
… … …

Organization_ID in FA

The FA_BOOK_CONTROLS table now has the ORG_ID column.  As shown above, the
Organization_ID from HR_ORGANIZATION_UNITS is stored there.  You may have
multiple books assigned to the same ORGANIZATION_ID, but each book can only be
assigned one Org_ID in the FA_BOOK_CONTROLS table.  For this reason, a single book
cannot be shared between two organizations.

Constructing the List of Organizations

The last thing to note is the program file FAXSECB.  This file contains the Procedure
set_fa_context.  The Procedure set_fa_context is used to construct the organization list.
Once the organization list is constructed, the application context can be populated.

The Procedure set_fa_context  accesses a table called PER_ORGANIZATION_LIST.  This
table contains the Organization_ID and its corresponding Security_Profile_ID.  The cursor
that accesses this information is:

CURSOR c_org_id IS
SELECT distinct organization_id
FROM per_organization_list
WHERE security_profile_id = l_security_profile_id;

First, the set_fa_context procedure determines if there is a value for Security_Profile_ID in
the table.  If there is a value, it is stored in l_security_profile_id, then the Organization list is
created:

OPEN c_org_id;
LOOP
fetch c_org_id INTO v_org_id;
Exit when c_org_id%NOTFOUND;
l_org_id_list := l_org_id_list || v_org_id || ‘,’;
END LOOP;
CLOSE c_org_id;

Finally, the context is set:

DBMS_SESSION.SET_CONTEXT (‘fixed assets’ , ‘fa_org_id_list’, l_org_id_list);

If there was no value for Security_Profile_ID, then the SET_CONTEXT function passes in a
NULL as its third parameter instead of l_org_id_list.

Building the Predicate

The FAXSECB file also contains the Function build_predicate.  This function is designed to
build a different predicate, or WHERE clause, based on the object.  After the object is
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identified, the Function build_predicate constructs the predicate with the org_id_list from the
information set in the Procedure set_fa_context.  Predicates are always at the table level.

There are 4 types of objects that the Function build_predicate addresses:
FA_BOOK_CONTROLS, FA_ASSET_HISTORY, FA_ASSET_INVOICES and
FA_ADDITIONS_B.  The code looks something like this:

IF obj_name = ‘FA_BOOK_CONTROLS’ then
l_predicate := ‘org_id is NULL or instrb (SYS_CONTEXT (‘’fixed_assets’’,
‘’fa_org_id_list’’), org_id) > 0’;

ELSIF obj_name = ‘FA_ASSET_HISTORY’ or
obj_name = ‘FA_ASSET_INVOICES’ or
obj_name = ‘FA_ADDITIONS_B’ then

l_predicate := ‘asset_id in
     (SELECT distinct fb.asset_id
      FROM fa_books fb
      WHERE fb.asset_id = asset_id
       AND fb.book_type_code in
 (SELECT fc.book_type_code

 FROM fa_book_controls fc
 WHERE fc.book_type_code = book_type_code;)

              )’;
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Appendices

Appendix 1: 
Related Profile Option

Profile Option Description

FA: Security Profile Based on the Business Group ID and the
Organization ID, it restricts the predicate so that
users can only look at certain tables.


